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Intense gully erosion has sculptured remarkable channels into the Moldavian Plateau of eastern Romania, espe-
cially in its most representative subunit, the Bârlad Plateau covering >8000 km2. The permanent gully types are:
(1) discontinuous gullies, mostly located on hillslopes and (2) large continuous gullies in valley bottoms.
This study seeks to improve our understanding of the development of discontinuous gullies over variable time-
scales (mostly 17–30 years, but also including data collected since 1961) by providing quantitative information
on gully evolution and processes. Several methods were used to accurately measure and estimate gully growth.
These include intensive field monitoring between 1978 and 2000 using the ‘stakes grid method,’ repeated level-
ling until 2019, analysis of aerial photographs and Caesium-137 analysis.
The discontinuous gullies occur as single, successive (chains) or clusters. These are associated with small catch-
ments (usually <100 ha in area) and ephemeral peak runoff discharges are usually ≤2 m3 s−1. The ‘hydraulic ra-
dius at bankfull-channel’ tended to decrease downstreamof the gully head, accompanied by a gradual increase in
gully bottom width. A salient tendency observed during major runoff events was for the hydraulic radius of the
flow to progressively decrease downslope, accompanied by decreasing sedimentation rates on gully floors. The
mean linear gully head retreat for 31 gullies was 0.97 m yr−1, indicative of a relatively slow erosion rate. How-
ever, their ‘pulsatory’ development was mostly controlled by runoff accommodation when runoff enters and is
conveyed through a gully. We especially discuss the changing runoff pattern or ‘variable-geometry flow.’ The R2

of the association between linear gully head retreat or areal gully growth and catchment area indicated a weak
correlation for discontinuous gullies.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

A long-standing challenge is to understand processes governing
gully development. An important feature of many gully systems is that
they tend to form well-ordered dendritic networks. This suggests that
while stochastic processes may play a role in gully growth and bifurca-
tion, deterministic processes are also involved (Baird et al., 1992).

Thornes (1984) proposed an analytical model, assuming that gully
growth is analogous to a ‘shock-wave’ migrating through the hillslope.
He suggested that the relative magnitudes of forward and lateral/out-
ward migration of gully walls may be critical in controlling branching,
or bifurcation.When gullymigration is controlled by overlandflowpro-
cesses, the ‘shock’ is ‘supersonic’ and long narrow gully channels de-
velop, due to the limited opportunity for branching. When the
. This is an open access article under
widening of channels is mostly influenced by active mass failure, the
likelihood of branching may increase, and the ‘shock’ is ‘subsonic.’

A theoretical, digital model was proposed by Kemp (1990), by sim-
ulating headward migration of gullies, where the governing process is
erosion by overland flow. This model illustrates how the growth and bi-
furcation of a gully may be critically controlled by the way in which the
gully head geometry and slope topography influence particular pro-
cesses.

Generally, rate of gully growth is more closely related to the topo-
graphic position of the gully head than to any other single factor
(Brice, 1966). This logically implies that gully growth is mostly con-
trolled by the size of the catchment area (CA). However, this parameter
does not have a clear relation to hydraulic variables.

In order to increase the readability of this paper, Table 1 lists all gully
variables (and acronyms) discussed in this paper.

In an analysis of data from western Iowa, Beer and Johnson (1965)
correlated gully growth positively with surface runoff and negatively
with gully length and distance from the catchment interfluve. Similarly,
Piest et al. (1975) found that gully growth is strongly correlated with
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Table 1
List of discussed variables and their acronyms.

Variable Description Unit

ACS Actual cross-section: the present-day visible CS of the
discontinuous gullies

m2

AGG Areal gully growth rate in plan m2 y−1

CA Catchment area: drainage area upstream of the gully head or at
the gully outlet

ha

CS Cross-section of gully channel measured perpendicular to its
main axis

m2

CSA Cross-sectional area of gully channel m2

DDGH Distance downstream of the gully head: the horizontal
distance between the gully head and a specific downstream
point/location

m

FCS Filled cross-section: the CS of a discontinuous gully filled by
recent sediment

m2

FGD Filled gully depth: mean vertical distance between the original
gully bed and the present-day gully bed

m

GD Gully depth: the mean vertical distance from the gully bed to
the line linking the gully edges (i.e. the original soil surface)

m

GL Gully total length: the distance between the gully head and the
gully outlet

m

GBW Gully bottom width: the length of the straight line linking the
edges of the gully floor

m

GTW Gully top width: the horizontal length of the straight line
linking the gully edges

m

HR Hydraulic radius of the flow: ratio of the flow's cross-sectional
area to its wetted perimeter

m

HRBC Hydraulic radius at ‘bankfull-channel’: ratio of the gully
cross-sectional area to its ‘wetted perimeter’ (dummy
variable)

m

LGHR Linear gully head retreat rate: linear gully growth m y−1

WP Wetted perimeter: the perimeter of the cross-sectional area of
the flow that is ‘wet’

m

WPBC Wetted perimeter at ‘bankfull-channel’: the perimeter of the
gully cross-section area that is ‘wet’ (dummy variable)

m

ST Sediment thickness: thickness of very recent alluvia deposited
on the gully floor or valley-bottom

m

MP Moldavian Plateau of eastern Romania
JRP Jijia Rolling Plain: major sub-unit of the MP
BP Bârlad Plateau: major sub-unit of the MP
CMP Central Moldavian Plateau: sub-unit of the BP
FH Fălciu Hills: sub-unit of the BP
TRH Tutova Rolling Hills: sub-unit of the BP
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discharge. Some authors have advocated that decreased gully growth
rate results from the associated decrease in gully CA and consequent
runoff volume (e.g. Graf, 1979; Burkard and Kostaschuk, 1997; Poesen
et al., 2002, 2003; Nachtergaele et al., 2002; Vandekerckhove et al.,
2001). By using a simple regression, Rengers and Tucker (2014) ob-
served no association between gully migration rate (as total travel dis-
tance within the path of the headcut) and drainage area at the current
headcut location (R2 = 0.024). Vanmaercke et al. (2016) presented a
global meta-analysis of measured gully growth rates, which are signifi-
cantly correlated with the runoff contributing area of the gully head
(r2 = 0.15; n = 724) and the ‘rainy day normal’ (RDN = mean rain
depth during a rainy day; r2 = 0.47).

Rysin et al. (2017) estimated that the mean LGHR rate was
1.30 m yr−1 over 1978–1997 and 0.32 m yr−1 between 1998 and
2015 in the Udmurt Republic (on the Eastern part of the Russian
Plain). Nevertheless, the small mean value of LGHR (0.83 m yr−1 over
1978–2015) probably indicates that most of the studied gullies are dis-
continuous, including those located in the valley-bottoms. Some 67% of
LGHR was triggered by snowmelt runoff over a 38 year period
(1978–2015) within theMiddle Volga region (2.4–4.1 °C mean air tem-
perature and530–560mmyr−1mean precipitation depth, ofwhich 45%
fell between October–March).

Gully erosion is an important environmental threat in theMoldavian
Plateau (MP) of eastern Romania. Studies of gully evolution and control
have received great interest over recent decades,mainly after theperiod
1968–1973, during which time land degradation has seen an unprece-
dented increase mainly due to higher precipitation than normal.
2

In a study of 38 gullies on the MP, detailed accounts of the factors
causing gully development were reported by Rădoane and Rădoane
(1992) and Rădoane et al. (1995, 1999). They concluded that gully
growth depends on both lithology and catchment area (CA) upstream
of the gully head. Also, theymapped twomain areas of severe gully ero-
sion in theMP and estimated that the average gully density between the
Siret and Prut Rivers is 0.1–1.0 kmkm−2,withmaximumvalues exceed-
ing 3 km km−2.

The northern area includes the Jijia Rolling Plain (JRP), where small
discontinuous gullies prevail, usually located on valley-sides. The south-
ern area extends into the Bârlad Plateau (BP) and is typified by large,
continuous, valley-bottom gullies (Ionita et al., 2021). However, most
gullies are discontinuous. These gullies develop complex morphologies
on the sandy-loamy substrata of the Fălciu Hills (FH), Tutova Rolling
Hills (TRH) and northern half of Covurlui High Plain (CHP), known as
the Covurlui Rolling Hills.

Ioniță (1998, 2000, 2003, 2006) reported other results obtained on
the BP and his main findings on discontinuous gullies are summarized
as follows:

- Themean linear gully head retreat (LGHR) ratewas 0.92m yr−1 and
the mean areal gully growth (AGG) was 17.0 m2 yr−1 during a vari-
able period of 6–18 years.

- The cold season between October–March, especially late winter
freeze-thaw (nivation) processes during March, is responsible for
≤75% of discontinuous gully growth, but the critical period for gully-
ing proceeds until mid-July.

- A new-channel shape factor has been identified, by relating actual
cross-section (ACS) to filled cross-section (FCS) and value of 1.0 rep-
resents the threshold of hydraulic effectiveness of the discontinuous
gullies.

Depending on the techniques used for measuring gully erosion,
Poesen et al. (2003) distinguished the following time-scales: short
time-scale (<1–10 years), medium time-scale (10–70 years) and long
time-scale (>70 years), which implies use of historical data. There is a
need for long-term monitoring of gully erosion to understand interac-
tions between gully erosion and hydrological processes (Poesen et al.,
2003; Valentin et al., 2005). Internal erosion and deposition processes
within the gully complex below the scarp-face highlight the partially
or fully transport-limited nature of the sediment yield (Shellberg et al.,
2013).

In this study, we usedmedium-term (17–30 years) gullymonitoring
data from eastern Romania to better understand the development of
discontinuous gullies. The main objective was to investigate the typol-
ogy, flow characteristics and medium-term dynamics of discontinuous
gully systems.

Gully growth is assessed by two parameters, which were precisely
measured in the field, namely: linear gully head retreat (LGHR) and
areal gully growth (AGG). Multiple associationswere identified by plot-
ting these indicators against gully geometry, selected ephemeral flow
characteristics or contributing catchment area (CA).

2. Study area and methods

2.1. Study area

The BP is the most extended high subunit of the MP of eastern
Romania and covers >8000 km2. The BP is comprised of three major
subunits: the Central Moldavian Plateau (CMP) in the north; the TRH,
west of the Bârlad Valley; and the FH, east of the Bârlad Valley. Within
the latter two subunits, the sedimentary substrata consist mainly of
younger and relatively friable Late Miocene (Meotian/Tortonian and
Pontian/Messinian) and Pliocene (Dacian/Zanclaen and Romanian)
strata (Jeanrenaud, 1971). The sedimentary layers corresponding to
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Meotian (Late Miocene) prevail on the lower and middle slopes and
they comprises a succession of sands, clayey sands, clays, and shallow
sandstone seams and are predominantly cross-bedded having a thick-
ness of 150–180 m. On the upper slopes the Pliocene sands prevail, to-
gether with clay seams, accumulated in cross-bedded, coastal-deltaic
facies (Jeanrenaud, 1971). A patchy loess-like mantle (usually <5 m
deep) covers this area.

In the TRH, extending between the Racova, Bârlad and Siret valleys,
these formations are incised by a consequent network of NNW-SSE ori-
ented parallel valleys (Hârjoabă, 1968).Within this framework, a typical
rolling hill landscape has developed, which is younger and fairlymonot-
onous, with numerous long, rolling hills (collines).

East of the Bârlad Valley, in the FH, geological formations of similar
age are split by short, subsequent, east-west oriented tributaries of the
Bârlad River. They create typical asymmetrical valleys, where the left
side has a northerly aspect cuesta front and the right side is a cuesta
back-slope with a southerly aspect.

The climatological data were taken from theweather station located
near Bârlad town (east Romania), in the middle of the study area, less
than 15 km from the farthest investigated gully. Mean annual air tem-
perature is 10.2 °C, which rises from −2.5 °C in January to 21.6 °C in
July (1961–2020). Mean annual P is 508 mm, with a monthly peak of
75 mm during June and a minimum of 24.8 mm in February. Of the
Fig. 1. Digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area and location of the gully systems.
No. of the gully systems: 1-Gornei, 2-Hârcioaia, 3-Larga, 4-Scrânghița (chain), 5-Scrânghița (cl
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total amount, 178 mm (35%) falls during October–March and 330 mm
(65%) falls during the warm season (April–September).

Bio-pedo-geographically, thehigher areas are enclosed bydeciduous
forest, while sylvo-steppe is advancingwithin the Bârlad Valley. The na-
tive vegetation, especially forest, was drastically changed during the
19th Century; in particular forest was replaced by cropland, which re-
mains the predominant land-use today. Accordingly, the zonal soils in
the higher districts are Luvisols, with Cernisols in lower areas. More-
over, Ioniță et al. (2015) noticed the importance on gully erosion of
the widespread presence of duplex soils on the valley bottoms. Here,
the gully banks show soils with two contrasting soil horizons. Usually,
the topsoil of 2–3m thick consists in a very recent alluviumblanket hav-
ing a sandy loam to loamy sand texture. These sediments overlap a pre-
vious native soil having a thick Bt horizon, followed by the loam to
sandy loam C horizon and usually loamy sand to sand D horizon.

The BP is themost representative subunit of theMP in terms of land
degradation processes and has the most spectacular gully systems. Our
study focuses on the development of nine gully systems (comprised of
31 discontinuous gullies) around the town of Bârlad, within an area of
1,520 km2 (Fig. 1).

Across the entire BP, it is estimated thatmean erosion rate varies be-
tween 20 and 30 t ha−1 yr−1 (Moțoc, 1983). For the 25,056 ha Racova
catchment Niacșu et al. (2021) estimated a value of 24.8 t ha−1 yr−1.
uster), 6-Timbru, 7-Pușca, 8-Căldarea, 9-Ghelțag.
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Therefore, the ‘Perieni-Bârlad Research Station for Soil Erosion Control’
was established in 1954. It became the ‘Central Research Station’ in
1970 and served as a model for soil and water conservation throughout
Romania.

2.2. Methods

The first step in this study was to accurately determine gully devel-
opment for a medium-term period of 17–30 years. Several methods
have been deployed to accurately determine the most reliable gullying
indicators, namely linear gully head retreat (LGHR) and areal gully
growth (AGG), including:

1. Annual monitoring between 1979 and 2000 using the ‘stakes grid
method’ within the gully head area. This method was deployed sev-
eral times throughout the year, namely at the start and end of winter
and after notable rainfall events, in order to increase the accuracy of
data plotted on 1:100 scale maps (Fig. 2). Large-scale field measure-
ments were conducted in the discontinuous gully systems in several
catchments, including Scrânghița-Roșcani, Timbru, Pușca, Hârcioaia,
Gornei and Larga.

2. Stationary monitoring of gully growth by repeated levelling in com-
binationwith the analysis of aerial photographs from 1960 and 1970
and LiDAR in 2012.

3. Conventional measurements of sediment deposition, using iron
plates on the floor of gullies during the 1987–1997period.
Caesium-137 analysis of recently deposited sediments was made
to provide chronological information on gully development. A soil
auger set was also used to determine the thickness of recent sedi-
ments deposited along the floor of discontinuous gullies.

Runoff in most gully channels in the study area is ephemeral. Mea-
surements of some peak flows were made mostly after runoff events,
by measuring cross-sectional areas (CSA) of flow. At times, direct mea-
surements of sediment concentration of flow were made during snow-
melt.

In this paper, we only used the hydraulic radius (HR) data of the
flow. Runoff discharges were not calculated because of the difficulties
in selecting the appropriateManning roughness coefficients to estimate
the associated velocities. However, to better understand some charac-
teristics of the geometry of discontinuous gullies, we also refer to ‘hy-
draulic radius at bankfull-channel’ (HRBC). Use of HRBC improved the
classification of discontinuous gullies. Since these gullies are never en-
tirely full with water, HRBC is a ‘dummy variable.’
Fig. 2.Measured Ghelțag discontinuous gully growth between 29 October 1979–07 March 201
survey.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphological characteristics of discontinuous gullies

Ioniță (1998, 2000, 2003, 2006) distinguished three groups of dis-
continuous gullies: single, successive and batteries. This qualitative clas-
sificationwas based on data limited to gully morphology and the rate of
gully floor aggradation; a typical process synchronous with gully chan-
nel incision. Now, this typology has been verified based on quantitative
analysis, by including the variable ‘bankfull geometry’ of discontinuous
gullies. The proposed classification of these gullies is: single, successive,
and clusters (formerly termed ‘batteries’).

3.1.1. Single discontinuous gullies
Are relatively few in number, have a relatively isolated occurrence

within small catchments and do not maintain a continuous channel be-
tween them. Their main morphological characteristics are decreasing
channel depth downstream to their point of extinction (Leopold and
Miller, 1956), while channel floorwidth increases due to sedimentation.
Aggradation usually begins below the headcut area andmigrates down-
stream, as the long gully floor progressively widens in the shape of ‘long
diffusor.’ Under these circumstances, the depositional gully floor covers
~60% of the total gully area and the cross-sections (CS) of such gullies
are typically trapezoidal as Sidorchuk et al. (2003) noticed also
(Fig. 3). Consequently, the thickness of recent sediment deposited in
such discontinuous gullies increases towards the gully outlet. Data on
the ‘bankfull geometry’ of the Pușca and Căldarea gullies were collected
as well (Table 2).

Based on surveys of 14 gully cross-sections (CS), levelled in March–
July 1990 in the Pușca Catchment (156 ha), strong associationswere ev-
ident between distance downstreamof the gully head (DDGH) and both
gully depth (GD; r=−0.99, R2= 0.98) and gully bottomwidth (GBW;
r = 0.98, R2 = 0.97) (Fig. 4). Other similar linear associations were
found between gully length (GL) and sediment thickness (ST, in m),
cross-sectional area (CSA, in m2) and ‘hydraulic radius at bankfull-
channel’ (HRBC, in m):

- ST = 0.01GL + 0.16, R2 = 0.91, n = 14, r = 0.95.
- CSA = 0.08GL + 51.51, R2 = 0.89, n = 14, r = 0.94.
- HRBC = −0.004GL + 2.73, R2 = 0.88, n = 14, r = 0.94.

Within Căldarea gully (length 120 m, mean top width 8.2 m, mean
depth 1.4 m; located within a 106 ha catchment), it was possible to dis-
tinguish between the actual cross-section (ACS) (13.8–1.1 m2) and the
cross-section filled with sediment (FCS) (14.2–5.8 m2). The total CS
was fairly constant (~17.7 m2) along the gully, but the ACS/FCS ratio
9 using both the ‘stakes grid method’ and levelling. Labels refer to day, month and year of



Fig. 3. Illustration of a single (isolated) discontinuous gully (Pușca gully in the Upper
Jeravăț Catchment, 03 May 2019).

Fig. 4. Plot of gully depth (GD) and gully bottomwidth (GBW)with distance downstream
of the gully head (DDGH) in Pușca gully.
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decreased from 2.38 at 20mDDGH to 0.08 at the gully outlet. Therefore,
a strong negative correlation was found between this ratio and DDGH:

ACS=FCS ¼ −0:02 DDGHþ 2:81, R2 ¼ 0:99, ∗∗P<0:01,n ¼ 4:

3.1.2. Successive (chain, cascade) discontinuous gullies
Have been categorized based on their rate of aggradation along the

gully floor into alluvial and erosional gullies.
The successive alluvial gullies are the most common gullies in the

study area, where deposition occurs following incision. Unlike the pre-
vious group, they succeed in maintaining a clear channel, so that the
height of the gully banks never decreases to zero at the distal gully
end (Fig. 5a & b).

They also have small catchments and appear mostly as divergent
gullies, where the ‘flaring’ and short gully floor resembles a reverse fun-
nel or ‘short diffusor’ (Fig. 5c). The trapezoidal CS shapes also prevail in
these gullies due to sedimentation, but they alternatewith triangular CS
shapes in the gully head area, where net deposition is absent. The pat-
tern of the mixed, alternative cross-sectional shapes, proceed upstream
over time, as ‘pulses’ of sediment move through the channel, and a tri-
angular CS eventually becomes a trapezoidal CS and vice versa.

Themorphological features of five chain discontinuous gullies, along
a 285 m channel reach with CAs of 81–97 ha within the Upper
Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment are presented in Table 3 and partly
Table 2
‘Bankfull geometry’ of the single discontinuous Pușca gully, Upper Jeravăț Catchment
(1990).

No
CS

DDGH
(m)

GTW
(m)

GBW
(m)

GD
(m)

F ratio
TW/D
(m)

CSA
(m2)

WPBC
(m)

HRBC
(m)

ST
(m)

1 26 8.2 0.1 6.9 1.19 38.5 17.1 2.25 0
2 34 10.8 0.1 7.0 1.54 44.0 18.4 2.39 0
3 63 13.4 0.3 6.6 2.03 45.0 19.5 2.31 0.31
4 90 12.9 0.8 6.9 1.87 46.7 19.7 2.37 0.52
5 128 13.5 2.7 6.3 2.14 50.4 19.8 2.54 1.26
6 163 15.4 2.0 5.2 2.96 47.4 19.5 2.43 1.08
7 219 11.4 3.4 4.4 2.59 33.5 15.8 2.12 1.20
8 263 11.3 3.5 3.8 2.97 29.4 14.6 2.01 1.20
9 345 11.2 4.5 3.3 3.39 25.8 14.0 1.84 1.51
10 384 9.9 5.4 2.5 3.96 17.0 11.9 1.43 1.62
11 402 11.9 7.0 2.0 5.95 16.7 13.3 1.26 1.80
12 458 9.7 7.3 1.5 6.46 10.5 10.9 0.96 1.86
13 490 10.4 8.1 1.4 7.43 8.4 11.7 0.72 2.10
14 542 10.6 8,8 0.8 13.25 6.5 14.1 0.46 2.40
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illustrated in Fig. 5b. These data are based on 37 cross-sections surveyed
during 1980–1993.

These data reveal the contrast between the former/older broad, shal-
low CS and the present-day ones, which is reflected in the variability of
the ‘hydraulic radius at bankfull-channel’ (HRBC). There are very small
values (0.183–0.381 m) for former CS and values which are 3.5–5
times higher (0.908–1.940 m) for actual CS. These values progressively
increase downstream. Furthermore, the maximum thickness of sedi-
ment recently deposited in these discontinuous chain gullies decreases
downstream from 210 cm at the outlet of the first gully to 45–80 cm in
the next two gullies, and sediments are almost absent in the last two
gullies. The depositional gully floor covers 17–45% of the total gully
area within the alluvial family of successive discontinuous gullies. Nev-
ertheless, based on analysis of 17 CS surveyed by levelling in six
14–52m long gullies in Timbru Catchment duringMay1995, it was pos-
sible to identify a significant negative correlation between the ACS/FCS
ratio and DDGH (Fig. 6).

In turn, there are relatively few successive erosional gullies. These
occur where erosion processes prevail and runoff is more contracted
and competent to detach and evacuate more debris. Thus, deposited
sediment progressively diminishes downstream and net aggradation
is often absent, such as in the last two chain gullies of the Scrânghița
reach. The CS of these gullies is triangular or slightlyU-shaped, partly re-
sembling some continuous gullies, but irregularities are still present in
their longitudinal profile.

3.1.3. Clusters of discontinuous gullies
Combine features of the two previously discussed main groups (i.e.

single and successive alluvial gullies). They typically consist of the com-
bination of two short diffusors (represented by the upper gully
branches) and a long diffusor as themain gully trunk. Clusters of discon-
tinuous gullies are usually ‘Y’ shaped. An example is the upper
Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment,where four clusters have been identified
within a drainage area of 10–52 ha (Fig. 7a).

They are located upstream of the above-mentioned stretch of chain
gullies and are separated by small alluvial fans. In this case, there is al-
most a complete balance between erosion and sedimentation, since
the calculated weight of the alluvial gully floor is 42% of the total area
occupied by these gullies (Ioniță, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2006).

When moving upstream and approaching small alluvial fans, devel-
oped between clusters of discontinuous gullies along themain drainage
line, some headcuts bifurcate, if runoff conditions are suitable. For chan-
nel bifurcation to occur, the upstream fan axismust stand above the fan



Fig. 5. Successive (chain) alluvial gullies in a) Timbru Catchment on 27April 1995 andb) inUpper Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment on 25April 1997. c) A chain of discontinuous gullies (n=
7–10) as ‘short diffusors,’ with slope gradients of 4.3–6.9% (Timbru gully system, Jeravăț Catchment, 27 April 1995).

Table 3
‘Bankfull geometry’ of chain alluvial gullies in the Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment. GH= gully head.

DDGH No, type and year of CS GTW (m) GBW (m) GD (m) CSA (m2) WPBC (m) HRBC (m)

54 m/old GH1 2 older CS (1980 + 1993) 9.7–11.3 –8.5 0.3–0.4 2.60–2.87 10.1–10.2 0.26–0.28
8 CS (1981–1993) 4.0–5.5 0.1–3.0 2.05–2.8 6.04–9.93 6.65–8.4 0.91–1.18

32, 46, 63 and 73 m/old GH2 2 older CS (1993) 11.2–11.6 9.3–9.5 0.2–0.4 2.1–4.5 11.5–11.8 0.18–0.38
8 CS (1985–1993) 7–10 0.3–2.2 3.3–4.7 16.1–28.9 11.0–14.9 1.33–1.94

2, 4, 22, 49, 54 and 66 m/GH3 2 older CS (1993) 10.8–12.9 8.2–9.3 0.3 3.1–3.5 10.3–12.8 0.27–0.30
6 CS (1993) 9–12.9 0.2–2.6 3.3–5 19.7–26.3 12–16.5 1.29–1.44

5, 10, 16, 17, 22 and 30 m/GH4 6 CS (1993) 6.9–9.6 0.1–0.6 4.8–5.2 18–22.8 12.6–14.9 1.43–1.65
13, 14 and 20 m/GH5 3 CS (1993) 8.8–11.3 0.1–1.3 6–6.2 30.8–40.2 15.7–18 1.96–2.23
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Fig. 6. Plot of Actual Cross-Section (ACS)/Filled Cross-Section (FCS) ratio to Distance
Downstream of the Gully Head (DDGH) within successive alluvial gullies in Jeravăț
Catchment (Timbru Valley, BP).
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edges, so that runoff splays and become divergent. The flows lines
around the edges of an existing headcut have higher water discharges
than those in the centre. Erosion in these flowlines ismore than the cen-
tral part and hence the former fan axis will become a promontory be-
tween new two gully channels (Fig. 7b). This type of headcut
bifurcationwithin some discontinuous gullies, which is not usually trig-
gered by tributaries, is symmetrical, when there is a balance between
the retreat of the new gully branches, due to nearly equal runoff
Fig. 7. a) Clusters of discontinuous gullies inUpper Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment,within the up
a small alluvial fan developed in the valley-bottom, middle Loava Catchment (BP, 23 October
between 1979 and 1999, illustrating symmetrical bifurcation. Labels refer to day, month and y
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discharges along the fan edges (Fig. 7c). When the accommodation of
flowmainly follows one line above the trunk gully head, headcut bifur-
cation becomes weak, resulting in asymmetrical branches.

The ‘bankfull-channel’ within the area of the Y-shaped gully cluster
exhibit ‘pulsatory’ development (Fig. 7c, Table 4). For example, the
value of HRBC is 0.140 m upstream of that gully cluster, as measured
across a small alluvial fan of 24 m maximum width. At ‘bankfull dis-
charge,’ HRBC increases three-fold, to 0.424 m, in the right gully branch
at the base of its gully headcut. This value increases to 1.388 m at the
outlet, 28 m downstream of the gully headcut (thus, tripling inside the
same gully). Then, HRBC decreases to 0.810 m in the joint trapezoidal
CS of both gully branches or above the main gully headcut. At this
point, by notching the broad (17.1–12.4 m) wide gully bottom, the
new CS becomes triangular and the hydraulic radius value increases
three-fold, to 2.406 m, at 18 m downstream the trunk/main gully
headcut.

Downslope, the gully CS becomes trapezoidal, due to aggradation of
the gully floor. However, HRBC progressively increases to its peak value
of 3.473 m at 38 m downstream of the main gully headcut, which ac-
cords with the highest GD of 8.2 m. From now on, the thickness of
very recent sediment is >200 cm (≤350 cm at the distal end) and
GBW becomes much broader (4.3–9.8 m). Hence, HRBC in the main
gully drops <0.100 m at its outlet, and soon GD decreases to the point
of extinction, similar to the distal end of the single discontinuous gullies.
The maximum GTW of the Y-shaped gully cluster of 29 m occurs at the
joint outlet from the upper gully branches and upstream of the headcut
of themain gully trunk. It is located in the area where the previous allu-
vial fan, bordered by gully branches, was widest. Therefore, the
per reach of the 4th cluster in the foreground (20 April 1988). b) Gully head bifurcation on
2018). c) Development of Y-shaped gully cluster No. 4 in Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment
ear of survey.



Table 4
‘Bankfull-channel’ of gully cluster No. 4, Upper Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment.

No
of
the
CS

DDGH (m) GTW
(m)

GBW
(m)

GD
(m)

F ratio
TW/D
(m)

CSA
(m2)

WPBC
(m)

HRBC
(m)

Along the right branch of the gully cluster (08 August 1990)
1 1.0 2.3 0.1 0.8 2.87 1.4 3.3 0.42
2 4.0 3.5 0.3 1.5 2.33 3.7 5.3 0.70
3 9.5 7.7 1.0 2.2 3.50 10.2 9.8 1.04
4 15.5 8.1 2.9 2.1 3.86 12.3 10.2 1.21
5 21 10.5 4.1 2.0 5.25 15.9 12.4 1.28
6 28 14.6 9.1 1.8 8.11 22.5 16.2 1.39
7 44 joint gully bottom

of both branches
20.9 17.1 1.6 13.06 30.9 22.6 1.37

8 59/0 joint gully
bottom or above the
main GH

15.2 12.4 0.9 16.89 12.8 15.8 0.81

Along the main gully trunk of the gully cluster (17 November 1988)
9 18 10.5 2.6 7.4 1.42 47.4 19.7 2.41
10 27 17.0 2.3 8.2 2.07 86.4 25.1 3.42
11 38 19.0 1.0 8.2 2.32 91.7 26.4 3.47
12 88 20.9 5.9 6.7 3.12 89.4 26.1 3.42
13 103 17.6 4.5 5.6 3.14 61.6 22.1 2.78
14 156 12.5 4.3 3.5 3.57 28.5 15.2 1.87
15 168 13.0 4.7 2.7 4.82 25.2 14.8 1.70
16 199 12.2 8.6 1.2 10.17 11.2 13.0 0.86
17 242 10.5 9.8 0.2 52.50 0.91 10.3 0.09
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decreased HRBC of gullies within the Y-shaped cluster is accompanied
by a gradual increase in GBW (Fig. 8). This is characteristic for most dis-
continuous gullies on the MP, except for the successive erosional ones.

There were also other similar significant linear correlations between
gully length (GL) and the following indicators:

- GD = −0.04GL + 9.16, R2 = 0.97, n = 9, ***P < 0.001.
- ST = 0.01GL + 0.88, R2 = 0.94, n = 9, ***P < 0.001.
- CSA = −0.37GL + 91.74, R2 = 0.72, n = 9, **P < 0.01.

A much stronger inverse association between HRBC and DDGH is
typical for wet long diffusors. An example is Hârcioaia gully, in Horoiata
Catchment (Y = 0.02x + 4.32, R2 = 0.95, ***P < 0.001, n = 13).

The strength of correlations between CSA and GTW are highly vari-
able, except for the erosional gullies. For example, R2= 0.11 in Căldarea
gully with uniform GTW; R2 = 0.33 in Pușca gully; R2 = 0.73 in
Scrânghița gully (all three have dry gully floors) and R2 = 0.43 in
Fig. 8. Plot of ‘Hydraulic Radius at Bankfull-Channel’ (HRBC) and Gully Bottom Width
(GBW) to Distance Downstream of the Gully Head (DDGH) of the main trunk (long
diffusor) in the Y-shaped gully cluster, Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment (1988–1990).
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Hârcioaia gully, which has a wet gully floor. However, this correlation
coefficient is negative (r = −0.66).

3.2. Flow characteristics in discontinuous gullies

Field observations and measurements enabled analysis of relation-
ships between the classification of discontinuous gullies with the ac-
commodation of the flow through each gully group. In this study,
accommodation of the flow refers to how runoff is transferred/con-
veyed through the entire gully channel, from upstream when entering
the gully head and downward towards the gully outlet. It is postulated
that gully development is strongly controlled by runoff patterns (di-
verging/dispersing or converging/contracting). In turn, these patterns
are controlled by the characteristics of gully cross-sections.

In single (isolated) gullies, runoff usually experiences contraction-
expansion in plan. On the one hand, flow is divergent at the entrance
to the gully, above the approaching headcut, and downstream of the
headcut area, towards the gully outlet. This is because flow is becoming
wider and shallower and thus energy is lost from the system. In turn,
this causes sedimentation and aggradation of the gully floor. Conse-
quently, the former gully CS is entirely filled with recent sediment at
the point where the height of the gully banks decreases to zero. On
the other hand, flow becomes convergent and thus narrower and
deeper. The increased energy triggers erosion in the headcut area.

In successive (chain, cascade) alluvial gullies, the narrower, deeper
flow cross-sectional areas, under converging flow, alternate several
times with the wider, shallower cross-sections under diverging flow.
The episodic streamflow typical formost discontinuous gullies is usually
relatively low,with peakwater discharges usually ≤2m3 s−1. Fieldmea-
surements during snowmelt showed that sediment concentrations in
streamflow are high; ≤120 g L−1 in the gully headcut area. Then, the
flow splays over the flaring and short gully floor (short diffusor) of the
cascade alluvial gullies and sediment concentrations typically decrease
to 30–50 g L−1 (Ioniță, 1998, 2000, 2006).

Within clusters of discontinuous gullies, runoff tends to bediverging,
both in the alluvial fan above the inlet and towards the cluster outlet.
Thus, runoff tends to be wider and shallower, which is typical for sin-
gle/isolated gullies. Inside the gully, flow becomes convergent, becom-
ing narrower and deeper within the headcut area, which is typical
within successive discontinuous gullies.

The spatial pattern of runoff accommodation is not generally incor-
porated into formulae or models of gully development, but it may assist
in refining our understanding of gully development. The class of discon-
tinuous gullies has a distinctive flow pattern, which we describe as
‘variable-geometry flow’ (Fig. 9a). This approach is based on field ob-
servations and inductive analysis, as there are insufficient hydraulic
data during active gully erosion. This was also observed and discussed
in relation with the evolution of the continuous gullies by Ionita et al.
(2021). Most of these continuous gullies are accompanied and fed by
upper discontinuous gullies, that developed upstream from the main
gully headcut (e.g. Tumba, Puriceni, Puriceni-Bahnari, Chira, Loava).
These discontinuous developments upstream from the main gully
headcuts govern runoff patterns (accommodation of the flow) towards
and through the continuous gully heads and, implicitly, their growth
(Fig. 9b).

Fig. 10 is associated with the flashy streamflow regime triggered by
twomajor rain events in the main trunk of Y-shaped gully cluster No. 4
in the upper Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment. Firstly, the 45.0 mm of
heavy rainfall on 13 May 1996. Secondly, the exceptional series of four
successive rain storms (36.3 + 32.4 + 29.3 + 33.5 mm), totalling
131.5 mm in 24 h at Perieni-Bârlad recorded on 22–23 June 1999.
There was a tendency for hydraulic radius (HR) of the flow to progres-
sively decrease downstream from the gully head (R2 = 0.73–0.79).
Thus, the flashy discharge within the gully splayed over the gully
floor, with consequent progressive decreases in the CS area and the
HR of the flow (and implicitly water unit discharge) to the gully outlet.



Fig. 9. a) ‘Variable-geometry streamflow’ during snowmelt runoff in Scrânghița-Roșcani
Catchment (10 March 1980), with the headcut of the first chain gully in the foreground.
b) Discontinuous gullies situated upstream Tumba continuous gully having an
important role in water concentration and gully incision on the valley-bottom
(photograph taken using a drone by Andrei Enea on 2 April 2021).
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Comparison of the two almost parallel curves is informative in terms
of the different hydrological responses during the two rain storms
(Fig. 10). Themean HR of flow (0.222m) during the successive rainfalls
on 22–23 June 1999was 1.75 times higher than during the 13May 1996
event (0.127 m). Under these circumstances, the flow with higher
Fig. 10. Plot of the Hydraulic Radius (HR) of flow to Distance Downstream of the Gully
Head (DDGH) in the upper Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment during streamflow on 13 May
1996 and 22/23 June 1999.
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sediment concentration in the active gully head area becomes
broader/wider and shallower (diverging flow), promoting deposition
of some sediment load.

The tendency for theHRof theflow to decrease results fromboth the
progressively divergent shape of the gully floor and the variable pattern
of sedimentation (Fig. 11a). In detail, sediment deposition below gully
heads results in a ‘steps and stairs’ pattern. The 137-Cs depth profile
was used to establish the mean sedimentation rate of 5.2 cm yr-1 over
10.5 years (April 1986–October 1997) at the half length of gully floor
No. 4, in the main trunk (long diffusor) of the Y-shaped gully cluster
within Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment (Fig. 11b).

Repeated field measurements of sedimentation rates between
August 1987–May 1997, using check‑iron plates inside six cross-
sections, revealed a notable repeating pattern of sedimentation within
the same gully bottom. The highest sedimentation rates on the gully
floor (exceeding the mean rate of 5 cm yr−1) occurred in the upper
reach, while lower values typified the lower reach (Ioniță, 1998, 2000,
2006). However, in the context of the gully age, the thickness of recent
sediment deposited on the gully floor is opposite to the value of aggra-
dation rate, being highest at the gully outlet (350 cm) and least down-
stream of the gully head. In addition, strong negative correlations
were found between the GD/FGD ratio and DDGH within the long
diffusors in both the Pușca gully (R2 = 0.94, n = 10, ***P < 0.001) and
Hârcioaia gully systems (Fig. 12).

Data in Table 5 emphasize the variability of streamflow characteris-
tics within the discontinuous chain/cascade gullies of the BP. Fieldmea-
surements were conducted within two reaches of cascade gullies soon
after the successive rainfalls of 22–23 June 1999. The first reach refers
to the five successive gullies in the upper Scrânghița-Roșcani Catch-
ment, located immediately downstream of Y-shaped gully cluster No.
4. The second reach is within one chain gully in the Timbru Valley.
Since the first gully of the Scrânghița reach had a broad trapezoidal CS
(Fig. 13a), the HR value during streamflow on 22/23 June 1999 was
low (0.176 m).

The next two gullies show typical features of chain gullies; a variable
CS, being triangular within the active gully head area, and a trapezoidal
CS downslope due to deposition.Despite the gullyfloor tending to be di-
vergent downward, the CS increases, with a consequent 3.3-fold in-
crease in HR (mean 0.596 m). In turn, the last two gullies in that reach
have an almost triangular or slightly U-shaped CS and thus the highest
HR (mean 0.698 m). This is four-times more than the reference gully.
Hence, these gullies look like typical successive erosional gullies, be-
cause the streamflow is competent to evacuatemost of the detached de-
bris. Furthermore, the maximum thickness of the recent sediment
deposited along these discontinuous chain gullies decreased down-
stream from 210 cm at the outlet of the first gully (Fig. 13b) to
45–80 cm in the next two gullies, and was only a veneer of sediment
in the last ones. That means streamflow was more constricted moving
downstream and so the amount of scoured debris increased and
hence the depth of deposited sediment progressively decreased.

In the Timbru Valley, the two measured wetted cross-sections were
10.7 m apart. Results highlight the variability of flow within the same
successive chain gully with a short diffusor morphology. Thus, the HR
of the flow was 3.5 times higher in the middle of the gully (0.217 m)
compared to the distal end (0.061 m). Hence, the gully floor broadened
downstream, due to sediment deposition. In contrast, in the context of
the alluvial filling, gully depth (GD) decreases downstream (Fig. 14a).
This figure also clearly illustrates both the size of filled cross-section
(FCS). The FCS is darker in colour due to both higher soil moisture and
humus contents at the outlet of gully No. 7, and the cantilever-like re-
treat of the head-cut of gully No. 8 in the Timbru Valley.

The thickness of sediment deposited at the outlet of gully no 7 was
163 cm (measured in December 1996). The associated 137-Cs depth
profile exhibits two peaks: the first at 25–30 cm depth (139 Bq/kg), as-
sociated with the Chernobyl accident on 26 April 1986, and the second
peak at 145–150 cm (6.3 Bq/kg), due to nuclear bomb tests in 1963



Fig. 11. a) Variations in recent sediment deposition patterns in the main trunk (long diffusor) of the Y-shaped gully cluster (19 October 1996) and b) depth distribution of 137-Cs within
the alluvial fill of the main gully trunk No. 4 (10 October 1997), Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment.
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(Fig. 14b). Thus, the mean sedimentation rate was 2.5 cm yr−1 over the
10 year period 1986–1996, while between 1963 and 1986 the rate was
double (5.2 cm yr−1). This equates to a mean sedimentation rate of
4.4 cm yr−1 for the entire 34 year period and an age of ≥37 years for
the 32 m gully length. Thus, it was possible to estimate an overall
LGHR rate of 0.9 m yr−1 (Ioniță and Mărgineanu, 2000). Therefore, the
main characteristic of ephemeral flow passing through discontinuous
gullies is the variability of both CS and HR. However, this field observa-
tion disagrees with the laboratory experiments of Apelt and Xie (1995),
who concluded: “despite irregularities of cross section due to contraction
or expansion in channel width, the flow cross-sectional area remains essen-
tially constant, or nearly so.”

The details of the effects of runoff within the gullies stress the differ-
ences between different types of discontinuous gullies. In comparing
the influence of lithological and hydrological factors, hydrology appears
dominant. The hydrological influence, represented by the ‘variable-
geometry flow’ pattern, is the most important factor controlling both
flow accommodation through discontinuous gullies and their
Fig. 12. Plot of Gully Depth (GD)/Filled Gully Depth (FGD) ratio andDistance Downstream
of the Gully Head (DDGH) in Hârcioaia Gully No. 3, Horoiata Catchment, February 1990.
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development. Without the hydraulic component, the broad variety of
discontinuous gullies could not be explained.
3.3. Head-cut retreat and areal growth rates of discontinuous gullies

Rădoane et al. (1995, 1999) reviewed the factors causing gully de-
velopment in 38 gullies within very small catchments (CAs of
0.5–8.5 ha) on the MP. Of these gullies, 22 developed on clays (mostly
in the northern area, in the Jijia Rolling Plain) and 16 on sands in the
southern part, around the town of Bârlad.

Based on a multiple regression model, they indicated that the most
important independent variable influencing LGHR rate is the CA up-
stream of the gully head, which explains 54% of data variance on clays
and 68% on sands. Since the LGHR mainly depends on lithology,
Rădoane et al. (1995, 1999) concluded that “for a gully of the same length
(L= 50 m) and width and the same basin drainage area upstream of gully
head (A= 1 ha), the advancement rate is over 1.5 m yr−1 for gullies cut in
sandy rocks and under 1m yr−1 for the gullies cut inmarls and clays.” They
suggested that the trend-lines of these gully types are parallel, where
the trend-line of gullies cut in sand is located ~0.5 m above that for
gullies cut in clay. However, they did not present graphical evidence
to support their argument.

Our medium-term field measurements on both the linear and areal
gully growth of 31 discontinuous gullies on the BP are summarized in
Table 6. The weighted mean LGHR rate of these gullies is 0.97 m yr−1

and the highest is ≤3.0 m yr−1. Of all 31 gullies, 21 (68% of the total)
had mean retreat rates <1 m yr−1. The corresponding weighted mean
rate of the AGG is 15.4 m2 yr−1.

By comparison, the mean LGHR of the continuous gullies over
60 years was almost 8 times higher (7.7 m yr−1) than the values of
the discontinuous ones (Ionita et al., 2021). Moreover, the mean AGG
of 213 m2 yr−1 was 14 times higher.

There is a positive correlation between mean AGG and mean LGHR
retreat (r = 0.74), but the independent variable only explains 55% of
the variance of AGG (Fig. 15). The R2 value of 0.55 is much less than
the typical value for continuous gullies (R2=0.89, n=83).Wepostulate
that this difference is triggered by the larger impact of the cold season



Table 5
Characteristics of the wetted cross-sections in the chain discontinuous gullies.

Gully
No.

Site of the wetted CS Top width of flow
(m)

Bottom width of flow
(m)

Max depth
(cm)

CSA
(m2)

WP
(m)

HR

(m) %

Upper Scrânghița-Roșcani Catchment (26 June 1999)
G1 22 m downstream of the old GH1 + 46 m upstream of the old GH2 7.2 5.9 21.2 1.28 7.29 0.176 100
G2 67 m downstream of the old GH2 + 7 m upstream of the GH3 4.4 1.7 83.2 2.62 4.90 0.535 304
G3 56 m downstream of GH3 + 11 m upstream of GH4 6.3 2.8 102.2 4.50 6.85 0.657 373
G4 24 m downstream of GH4 + 8 m upstream of GH5 5.2 0.7 140.3 4.14 6.02 0.688 391
G5 20 m downstream of GH5 4.1 0.3 201.3 4.22 5.97 0.707 402

Timbru Valley (30 June 1999)
G7 19.5 m downstream of GH7 + 16.3 m upstream of GH8 2.7 1.8 71.8 1.28 5.89 0.217 100
G7 30.2 m downstream of GH7 + 5.6 m upstream of GH8 4.9 4.2 15.6 0.61 9.93 0.061 28
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(especially late winter freeze-thaw cycles) on the development of dis-
continuous gullies compared to continuous gullies (Ioniță, 1998, 2000,
2006; Ionita et al., 2021). No significant correlations were found be-
tween slope gradient of the soil surface at the gully head and LGHR or
AGG rates (R2 = 0.03 and 0.05, respectively).

Generally, discontinuous gullies developed episodically into a ‘pulse
shape,’ as exemplified by the first chain gully of the upper Scrânghița
Catchment (Fig. 16). The gully headcut progressively retreated
(0.6 m yr−1) and enlarged (≤17mwidth) during the 1970s. In Autumn
1981, small but prolonged flow discharges cut a notch into the upper
part of this headcut, developed in recent alluvial fill, in the shape of a
‘bottle-neck like’ incision (2.1 m long and 1 m wide). Because of the
combined effects of the saturation of the alluvial fill and streamflow
generated by snowmelt, the new notch progressed upslope rapidly;
some 11 m upslope from its previous position in March 1982. Then, in
the next 10 years, LGHR rate decreased to 0.3m yr−1. These rates equate
to an overall mean LGHR rate of 1 m yr−1 over the 22 year period
(1970–1992). This pattern of gully evolution accords with Heede's
(1975) opinion “it appears that, in ephemeral gullies, time and duration
of flow is more important than magnitude of flow.” At the same time,
Fig. 13. a) Variable-geometry streamflow (10 March 1980) and b) fresh sedimentation follo
Catchment.
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this comes into contradiction with the evolution of continuous gullies
which is closely related to the pattern of annual precipitation (Ionita
et al., 2021).

In terms of the contributing CA (which is often used as a surrogate
measure for runoff discharge), mean CA is 107 ha and varies between
19.3 ha (Timbru Catchment) and 365.5 ha (Ghelțag Catchment). Of all
31 gullies, 23 (74% of the total) have CA values <100 ha. Generally,
slope gradients at the gully heads are gentle, with 23 gully heads having
upstream slope gradients <6% and 19 gully heads (61% of the total)
having gradients <4% (Fig. 17).

Since the time-scales of field measurements are uneven and
Spearman correlation coefficients are higher than the corresponding
Pearson values, a preliminary conclusionwas that the statistical associa-
tions betweenmean LGHRormeanAGGandCA are non-linear. Oneout-
lier (No. 13 = gully 5 in the Larga system) was investigated and then
omitted from the data-set with respect to each independent variable.

Two non-linearmodels best described the statistical associations be-
tween the variables; polynomial and power-function, respectively. Both
models are statistically significant (*P < 0.05). The power-function of-
fers satisfactory results, but correlations are weak (R2 = 0.23 for mean
wed by fresh erosion in the first two chain gullies (01 April 1980), Scrânghița-Roșcani



Fig. 14. a) Diverging floor of gully No. 7 and headcut of gully No. 8 (27 April 1995) and b) Depth distribution of 137-Cs in the alluvial headcut of gully No. 8 (13 December 1996), in the
Timbru Valley, within Jeravăț Catchment, Bârlad Plateau.
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LGHR and R2 = 0.31 for AGG, respectively), versus CA (Fig. 18). There-
fore, the low R2 values indicate that other factors are more important
in controlling the development of discontinuous gullies. As discussed
above, we firstly advocate the importance of runoff accommodation,
in the shape of ‘variable-geometry flow,’ due to alternating divergent
and convergent flow-lines (wide and shallow or narrow and deep)
and vice versa through these gully systems. This particular process,
along with sediment transport, predominates over the effect of contrib-
uting area (CA). Thus, it is apparent that, although a channel may be
Table 6
Gully development rates from nine discontinuous gully systems on the Bârlad Plateau.

No Gully
system

Gully Time Mean
LGHR
(m yr−1)

Mean
AGG
(m2 yr−1)

Mean
CA
(ha)

Period Years

1 1. Gornei 1 1990–2019 29 1.09 21.05 158.81
2 2 2.17 13.7 175.31
3 3 1.11 11.8 194.70
4 4 1.38 8.61 203.69
5 5 2.52 19.58 214.65
6 2. Hârcioaia 1 1990–2019 30 1.56 19.81 248.89
7 2 0.34 4.23 252.77
8 3 0.27 7.47 257.24
9 3. Larga 1 1961–2019 59 0.37 4.74 45.47
10 2 0.81 10.84 49.97
11 3 0.52 9.05 56.40
12 4 1.45 31.02 65.13
13 5 2.95 49.23 98.29
14 4. Scrânghița

(chain)
1 1993–2019 26 0.65 7.02 80.48

15 2 0.53 17.97 83.64
16 3 0.60 15.45 91.38
17 4 0.64 13.06 96.07
18 5 1.10 9.29 96.92
19 5. Scrânghița

(cluster)
4 1979–1997 18 1.00 22.2 41.34

20 5 0.50 5.10 39.54
21 6 0.60 6.10 39.39
22 6. Timbru 6 1995–2012 17 0.44 3.88 19.32
23 7 0.67 5.59 19.85
24 8 0.45 2.57 20.11
25 9 0.39 3.21 20.25
26 10 0.58 3.19 20.40
27 11 0.17 1.17 20.74
28 12 0.58 6.58 23.84
29 7. Pușca 1 1990–2019 29 0.89 27.76 148.91
30 8. Căldarea 2 1978–1983 5 0.48 2.70 64.07
31 9. Ghelțag 2 1980–1997 17 0.82 7.99 365.49
Weighted mean 0.97 15.40
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incising, it will cycle through periods of aggradation and degradation,
as ‘pulses’ of sediment move through the gully channel.

4. Conclusions

• This study investigated the typology, flow characteristics and
medium-termdynamics of discontinuous gullies. Gullymorphological
characteristics and sedimentation rates on gully floors were used to
describe and distinguish three groups of discontinuous gullies: i.e. sin-
gle, successive, and clusters.

• Themost common cross-section (CS) shape of discontinuous gullies is
trapezoidal, due to synchronous and variable sedimentation along the
gully floor and themost common discontinuous gullies are successive
(chain, cascade) alluvial gullies. Below the gully headcut, in the recent
incised stretch of channel, erosion may prevail and CSs tend to be tri-
angular in shape.

• A changing runoff pattern (accommodation of the flowwhen it enters
the gully head) in the shape of ‘variable-geometry flow,’ due to alter-
natingdivergent and convergentflow-lines, is themain factor control-
ling the development and variety of discontinuous gullies.

• The decrease of ‘hydraulic radius at bankfull-channel’ (HRBC) of the
gullies is accompanied by a gradual increase in gully bottom width
(GBW), except in the case of successive erosional gullies,where recent
Fig. 15. Plot of mean Areal Gully Growth (AGG) and mean Linear Gully Head Retreat
(LGHR) for 9 discontinuous gully systems on the Bârlad Plateau.



Fig. 16. Development of the first discontinuous chain gully in the shape of a ‘bottle-neck’ like incision, Upper Scrânghița Catchment (1970–30 June 1992).
Labels refer to day, month and year of survey.
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net deposition is usually absent. This tendency for the hydraulic radius
(HR) of flow to decrease results from both the progressively divergent
width of the gully floor and the variability of sedimentation patterns
and rates within gully systems.
Fig. 17. Plot of Slope Gradient at the Gully Head (SGGH) and Catchment Area (CA) for 31
discontinuous gullies on the Bârlad Plateau.

Fig. 18. Plot ofmean annual LinearGullyHead Retreat (LGHR) rate andAreal Gully Growth
(AGG) to Catchment Area (CA) for all 31 discontinuous gullies (omitting gully 13) on the
Bârlad Plateau.
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• Precisely measured gully characteristics, namely linear gully head re-
treat (LGHR) and areal gully growth (AGG), exhibited relatively low,
but pulsatory, erosion rates.

• The correlation between mean LGHR or mean AGG and catchment
area is weak, since CA only explains 23–31% of data variance.
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